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Intermediate Viewing Port (IVP) 
both alignment laser and photon 

beam on one screen.

Webcam and Laptop used to 
find first beam at the platform!

HZB Mirror holder with motorized 2-point tilt adjustment for 
alignment through the labyrinth. 

The bandwidth restriction line shows bunch 
lengths < 20ps are not physical to ‘measure’ with 
this diode system.

The bunch length at 20ms in the booster cycle 
was measured and corrected for two different RF 
voltages in the cavity.

The fast diode system will be replaced with a 
streak camera in order to study beam dynamics 
at injection and measure even shorter bunch 
lengths.  

Gaussian bandwidth[1] correction was 
applied to the analysis of the fast diode and 
measurement systems. 

High-level diagnostic to determine source 
point. The telescope helps transport light 
emitted at 50MeV injection.

Here a commercial fast diode with a rise-time 
of 50ps from Hamamatsu can resolve bunch 
lengths of 25ps [2][3]. 
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Although the system is limited due the diode 
we can correct the ‘real’ from the ‘measured’ 
on the scope using:  

Alignment and optimization of the source 
size is ongoing. The full characterization is 
part of a BSc. thesis 

Radiation Source:
Bending magnet
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